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Kcpr

Early as 83 - Burnt Dog 
Already doing Burnt Dog entertainment
Fantasy festival - 6 hour broadcast / fake concert - dawn John p and Jim Merritt (doesn’t want to get involved) - 1984 June
airing / in production school year 83/83 - fictious characters and real kcpr people // jonathon Mumford - Peabody - played the
presario that donates. dawn - candy levik- publicity— recorded prod and live feeds / live unscripted press conference 
Reels and reels of audio - stolen suitcase of material - Dawn has copy of updates?

Dawn 82-89
Trainer 84/85
Summertime music director - with Chris Johnson 
PD 85/86

First Jan/feb 84 - Burnt Dog entertainment spot

Another story about Dwayne
His senior project was to do a commercial for the station 
He’s now a DP

John P has a recording of a show with Dwayne’s voice as standard intro of updates during the fantasy festival 

Ballot - survey of the community- artists to see at the festival
Boo boo s

Duran 
Rolling stone 
Pretenders 
The Who
The Police

Daily updates during the news broadcast promoting

Miguel FernandeZ played some parts
Henry barbay - news announcer

82 - still playing Neil Diamond

Dennis Quaglia - quick draw quaglia recruited Dawn
Dawns dj trainer - bill with long Jesus hair, skinny dude 
SLO town Sloan - bill Sloan
Pushed it by playing devo on her trail by fire bicaise not format - still leaning toward eagles and neil
Played the doors, devo - weee “edgy” 

Midnight to three 

Rick turner - PD - at end of dawns first year 
Jerry haddox - GM
John Purlia - doing a show and hated the format so proposed a special program “JP’s Rock Show” - all live versions

Rick and Jerry took over - big change in form at in Sept 83 “the sound alternative” before Burnt Dog (May have come later
than same year)

Thought Rick a good leader as PD 
Dawn thought 
Friendly new wave 80s



Dwayne was GM 
Steve Theroux PD - absent not involved / a void to be filled
Issues arroae in 84/85
Problems tension division- the fun format vs more extreme, pushing listening limits for SLO - scraping feotus, skinny puppy 
Toi Phillips - big promoter of more adventurous music
She said she’d take over (didn’t)
Shakeup ... 
dawn became PD 85/86
Lots of “I’m going to take over PD” going on
Dawn was more in the middle on music front
Later new wave mania - Mara & Amy K
Toi wanted to be PD 

Jim Merritt helped with the plan - created a format guide
DJ trainer passed to every trainer, general staff mtg 
U2 still in the stacks
Proposal based on music experience. 
Rick had red yellow and green
Dawn Added rough cuts and clean cuts 
Clean - familiar and for in format (Jenni)
Rough. - edgy, new, good song or alt cut in familiar album, not the hit

Oldie per hour - roots to the current music 

Had special programs

Beth Allen - was a trainer under Dawn as PD
Now lives in the desert
SLO boy and Ramona’s primetime Family hardcore show - Saturday nights 2 hours (dawns idea for a special program)
SLO boy - Brian Curry 

Scott Larsen friends with beth?

The fun 91 - earlier
Rick turner overlapped with weird al, now works at Disney 
Rick was in the air when Dawn was PD
He wanted more “hey Mickey”
Rick was one of the voices of the fantasy festival

At end of year as PD - first pledge drive in 86
Goal 10k and got 12k
If reach goal , GM John thawley would parade down framers market in a hula skirt - he did

Last exec staff mtg - sycamore springs, dawn reserved el grande hot tub for 30 - brought bottles of mr bubble - multiple in a
could not get rid of the suds - all naked and drunk in the tub, suds Down the hill
Bruce Flohr, Jason wheel

Summer of 85 - las politas fire broke out - town smoked - had planned the Burnt Dog bonfire cookout - mike Ray was there,
had an excellent show - cookout at spooners cove at Montana de oro 

College radio conference in Santa Clara - debut of CVB first album - picked up the album at the pizza parlor show - went to
check it out
Later that year, they came to cal poly and played. They sent their long request if their musts - bottles of glen lever, specific
food. Catered event at Bruce Flohr apt - “we were only kidding”

Need details about the gala


